Registration

Open Houses
JOIN US for monthly information sessions to
find out about the programs of study offered
at the Center for Modern Psychoanalytic
Studies and the New York Graduate School of
Psychoanalysis.

Center for Modern Psychoanalytic Studies

CMPS and NYGSP Informational

16 West 10th Street, New York, NY 10011
212.260.7050  •  cmps@cmps.edu  •  www.cmps.edu

Extension Division Schedule

Fall 2016
Extension Division
Offerings

Fall 2016

Center for Modern Psychoanalytic Studies

T

Address ____________________________________________________

he Center for Modern Psychoanalytic Studies
Certificate Program in Psychoanalysis—one of the
premier psychoanalytic programs in the country
— offers students comprehensive training in the
theory and practice of psychoanalysis. CMPS holds
an absolute charter from the State of New York
and is recognized by the New York State Education
Department as a licensure-qualifying psychoanalytic
institute. For information or to request a bulletin:

6:00 – 7:00 PM

CMPS One-Year Program is designed to enrich the work of
professionals in the fields of mental health, education, the arts,
humanities, and business, by introducing them to the principles of
modern psychoanalytic theory and technique.
CMPS Extension Division offers courses, conferences, workshops,
and special events that bring a modern psychoanalytic perspective
to a wide range of topics. Open to professionals and the public.

CMPS Consultation & Referral Service provides affordable shortand long-term psychoanalytic psychotherapy. For information or an
initial consultation: 212-228-6036 • www.cmpsTalkingHelps.org.

Tuesday, October 25
2:15 – 3:15 PM

Tel:_________________________E-mail__________________________

SEMESTER COURSE
Introduction to Modern Psychoanalysis
15 CE Credits for Social Workers and Psychologists

_____ M
 ondays, September 19 – December 5
6:00–7:30 PM | 10 Classes: $500

SCIENTIFIC PAPERS
Free Speech, Hate Speech: Can Talking Cure?
2 CE Credits for Social Workers and Psychologists

_____ Friday, September 16, 2016 | 7:30–9:30 PM

Soul Machine: The Invention of the Modern Mind
2 CE Credits for Social Workers and Psychologists

_____ Thursday, October 13 | 7:30 - 9:30 PM

The Psychoanalysis of Madness:
A Fight Against Perversion
2 CE Credits for Social Workers and Psychologists

_____ Wednesday, October 26, 2016 | 1:00 – 3:00 PM

Holding, Humor, and Shame:
Some New Ideas About an Old One
2 CE Credits for Social Workers and Psychologists

_____ Friday, December 2, 2016 | 7:30 – 9:30 PM

Thursday, November 10
6:30 – 7:30 PM

Continuing Education

Tuesday, December 6
2:15 – 3:15 PM

PSYCHOLOGISTS: CMPS is approved by the American
Psychological Association to sponsor continuing education for
psychologists. CMPS maintains responsibility for this program
and its content.

Course/Event Schedule also at
www.cmps.edu
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Modern Psychoanalysis, the journal of CMPS since 1972, presents
current developments in modern psychoanalytic theory and practice.

Thursday, September 29

Name:______________________________________________________

SOCIAL WORKERS: The Center for Modern Psychoanalytic
Studies (CMPS) SW CPE is recognized by the New York State
Education Department’s State Board for Social Work as an
approved provider of continuing education for licensed social
workers (#0206).
CASACs: CMPS is certified by New York State Office of
Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Services (OASAS) as an
Education and Training Provider and is authorized to provide
continuing professional education coursework for CASACs.

CONTINUING EDUCATION WORKSHOP
Modern Psychoanalytic Approaches to
Compulsive Gambling
2 CE Credits for Social Workers, Psychologists, and CASACs

_____ F
 riday, December 2, 2016
10:00 AM – 12:00 Noon | $40

CE CERTIFICATES FOR FREE EVENTS
_____ # of CE Certificates @ $20 each
_____ TOTAL
z MAIL Registration form & fee to CMPS, 16 West 10th St., NYC 10011
(Checks payable to CMPS) or z FAX registration to CMPS: 212.228.6410
w/credit card information ❏ Master ❏ Visa ❏ American Express ❏ Discover
Card #_________________________________________Exp. date___________

For more information or to register, contact CMPS:
212.260.7050 n cmps@cmps.edu n www.cmps.edu

CMPS, 16 West 10th Street, New York, NY 10011

n

Joyce Slochower, PhD, APBB, is a professor of psychology at Hunter College and the
Graduate Center, CUNY, and is on the faculty of the NYU Postdoctoral Program, the
Steven Mitchell Center, the National Training Program of NIP, the Philadelphia Center
for Relational Studies, and PINC in San Francisco. She is the author of Holding and
Psychoanalysis: A Relational Perspective (1996 & 2014) and Psychoanalytic
Collisions (2006 & 2014), and is in private practice in New York City.

When does Winnicott’s concept of holding fit within a contemporary relational
frame? Can we invoke a parental metaphor without thinning the work we do? If
so, what is holding’s underlying therapeutic function? Reviewing the evolution
of the parental metaphor and its current place in our thinking, Slochower
theorizes about holding’s dynamic function. A case example illustrates the use
of humor within the holding space and the mutative impact of holding in work
with acute underlying shame states.

2 CE credits for Social Workers and Psychologists

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 2 • 7:30–9:30 PM

Holding, Humor, and Shame:
Some New Ideas About an Old One

Françoise Davoine, PhD, worked for thirty years as a psychoanalyst in public psychiatric
hospitals in France, and is currently in private practice. She was a professor at the Center for
the Study of Social Movements of the École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales (EHESS)
in Paris, and is the author of many articles and books, including Wittgenstein’s Folly,
Mother Folly, and History Beyond Trauma (with Jean-Max Gaudillière).

Françoise Davoine has published two books on Don Quixote and the
psychoanalysis of madness. She views this “greatest of all novels” as Cervantes’
attempt to find his way out of madness with his “son,” Don Quixote, as his
guide. He has been a guide for Davoine as well in her own work with madness
and trauma. Her first book on Don Quixote addressed the fight against
melancholia; the second, the fight against perversion. Focusing on the second
study and using clinical examples, she will discuss the psychoanalysis of
madness and trauma—a fight against perversion, enacted in the transference.

2 CE credits for Social Workers and Psychologists

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 26 • 1:00–3:00 PM

The Psychoanalysis of Madness:
A Fight Against Perversion

George J. Makari, MD, is the director of Cornell’s DeWitt Wallace Institute for the History
of Psychiatry, a professor of psychiatry at Weill Medical College, and an adjunct professor at
Rockefeller University and Columbia University’s Psychoanalytic Center. Dr. Makari is the
author of Revolution in Mind: The Creation of Psychoanalysis, which was published
in 2008 to wide acclaim. His most recent work, Soul Machine: The Invention of the
Modern Mind, was called “brilliant” and “essential reading” by the Wall Street Journal.

Dr. George Makari will discuss his new book, Soul Machine: The Invention
of the Modern Mind. The book takes us back to the origins of modernity, a
time when a crisis in religious authority and the scientific revolution led to
searching questions about the nature of the inner life of people. Makari will
review his study of how a new concept—the mind—emerged as a potential
solution, one that was part soul and part machine, but fully neither. He
will show how writers, philosophers, physicians, and anatomists worked to
construct notions of the mind, not as an ethereal thing, but a natural one. In
short, he will describe how Soul Machine gives a new account of the making
of the Western mind.

2 CE credits for Social Workers and Psychologists

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 13 • 7:30–9:30 PM

212-260-7070

n

cmps@cmps.edu n

www.cmps.edu

212-260-7050 • nygsp@bgsp.edu • www.nygsp.bgsp.edu

NYGSP • 16 West 10th Street , New York, NY 10011

Master of Arts in Psychoanalysis

A Branch of the Boston Graduate School
of Psychoanalysis

New York Graduate School
of Psychoanalysis

For tuition-based CE workshops and courses, CE certificates will be
issued free of charge.

For free CE presentations and workshops, CE certificates will be
issued for a $20 administrative fee.

Continuing Education Certificates

THIS POPULAR COURSE offers the fundamentals of classical and modern
psychoanalytic theory and technique to those considering psychoanalytic
training. Topics include transference, resistance, countertransference, and
emotional communication. Open to clinicians and the public.

15 CE credits for Social Workers and Psychologists

MONDAYS, SEPTEMBER 19 – DECEMBER 5 • 6:00–7:30 PM
10 Classes: $500
(No class October 3 and November 21)

Introduction to Modern Psychoanalysis

Semester Course

Raul A. Plasencia, LCSW, is a graduate of NYU School of Social Work and CMPS. He
has over 20 years’ experience in the fields of mental health and addictions, specializing in
compulsive and anxiety disorders. He is a practicing psychoanalyst in Hoboken, NJ, and
NYC.

Jill Gentile, PhD, a clinical psychologist and psychoanalyst, maintains private clinical
practices in Highland Park, New Jersey, and New York City. She is on the faculty of the
Postdoctoral Program in Psychoanalysis at NYU. She coauthored, with M. Macrone,
Feminine Law: Freud, Free Speech, and the Voice of Desire.

Soul Machine: The Invention
of the Modern Mind

This workshop will focus on gambling as an expression of narcissistic
pathology rooted in the preverbal period of development. We will explore the
conditions necessary for gambling addiction to occur and what our clients
or loved ones may be communicating via their addictive and compulsive
behaviors. Topics to be addressed include the etiology of pathological
gambling, character traits of the pathological gambler, how to assess the
different stages of compulsive gambling, and age and gender differences in
compulsive gambling behaviors. This workshop is designed for mental health
practitioners and addiction counselors with an intermediate knowledge of
psychoanalytic theory and addiction.

As globalization and metastasizing conflicts drive us into ever closer
encounters with the Other, a siege mentality spreads. Those who represent
the public voice—politicians, professional and “citizen” journalists, pundits,
and academics – respond to real and imagined violence with conflicted
reappraisals of free speech and its limits, especially “hate speech.” Where
on this intellectual battleground do we find psychoanalysis? How can
psychoanalysts, practitioners of the talking cure, enter the discourse? Does
our clinical experience give us special insight into the nature of freedom? In
a polarized era, perhaps psychoanalysts have the tools to open a space for
genuine encounter across ideological divides.

2 CE Credits for Social Workers, Psychologists, and CASACs

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 2 • 10:00 AM–12 NOON • $40

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 16 • 7:30–9:30 PM
2 CE credits for Social Workers and Psychologists

Modern Psychoanalytic Approaches to
Compulsive Gambling

Continuing Education Workshop

Free Speech, Hate Speech:
Can Talking Cure?

Scientific Papers

Center for Modern Psychoanalytic Studies
Extension Division Fall 2016 Courses/Events

